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A Report For The Government
Tom Porcelli, Chief U.S. Economist at RBC Capital Markets, joins Worldwide Exchange ahead of the April government jobs report.
RBC's Porcelli on expectations for the April government jobs report
Officials have said that they want to see real, not just forecast, progress toward full employment and stable inflation.
The weak jobs report could help the Fed justify a patient approach to its policies.
England's road building budget is under scrutiny, with the Treasury demanding more justification for new roads when, thanks to coronavirus lockdowns and other factors, motor vehicle travel could be ...
Government To Scale Back England’s £27 Billion Road Program, Reports BBC
Biden is set to deliver remarks Friday on the economy, after traveling the United States to sell his American Jobs Plan and American Families Plan.
Biden to respond to disappointing jobs report
A Capitol riot suspect caused chaos at his own Zoom court hearing, according to reports. Landon Copeland yelled expletives at the judge during the call, The Daily Beast and NBC reported. His charges ...
A Capitol riot suspect yelled 'f--- all of you!' at his Zoom court hearing then hung up on the judge, reports say
Turkey is instituting a reporting requirement for large trades, including bitcoin, from cryptocurrency exchanges.
Turkish Government Requiring Exchanges To Report Bitcoin Trades Over $1,200
The ideological lines are blurring so fast it is hard to keep track of whether the rhetoric is coming from Sen. Ted Cruz or Sen. Bernie Sanders.
How conservative anger at Big Tech pushed the GOP into Bernie Sanders’ corner
It's important to use taxpayers' money wisely. Proactive protection against a government data breach can help your agency avoid problems before they start.
3 Ways to Reduce the Cost of a Government Data Breach
The U.S. birthrate fell 4% last year, the largest single-year decrease in nearly 50 years, according to a government report being released Wednesday.
'Quite striking': US birthrate falls to lowest point in more than a century, CDC report says
The North Carolina Senate approved a bill Thursday to increase government transparency and the penalty for corruption.
North Carolina Senate approves government transparency bill
The Nasdaq immediately spiked 1.5% after the Labor Department announced that April job creation fell way short of expectations.
Here's Why Tech Stocks Are Rallying After 'Massively Disappointing' Jobs Report
When government data seems strange like this, it is more likely to be an artifact of sampling or some other one-off reason.
Making Sense of the Disappointing April Jobs Report (And How I Traded It)
U.S. government bond yields slid after the Labor Department said the economy added 266,000 jobs in April, well short of the 1 million new jobs that economists had anticipated.
Treasury Yields Dip After Jobs Report
Health ministry data released Friday showed there were 414,188 new cases over a 24-hour period, where at least 3,915 people succumbed to the disease.
India reports over 400,000 daily cases for the third time in a week as second wave hammers country
Florida had an eighth consecutive month of tax revenues topping forecast amounts, as federal stimulus money continued pumping into the economy during the COVID-19 pandemic. In a report released ...
Back in the money: Florida state government revenues continue topping forecasts
Where are the reports on the flu this year? It seems like the flu has vanished. I also would like to know if the hospital gets more monies if the illnesses are reported as Covid. People need to stand ...
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Where are the reports on the flu this year? It seems like the...
In an unexpectedly weak employment report, job growth in the U.S. slowed sharply in April as the economy added just 266,000 new positions despite analysts’ projections for a million or more jobs. The ...
In hugely disappointing report, job growth slows sharply and unemployment rises
U.S. stock futures rose Friday ahead of the government's April employment report and after a record close for the Dow.
What to watch today: Stock futures rose ahead of jobs report, after the Dow's record close
The eight listed airline companies reported a combined net loss of 18 billion yuan ($270 million) for the first quarter this year, extending the net loss logged last year, company financial reports ...
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